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Higgs production from Z decays in supersymmetry with spontaneous broken R parity proceeds mostly by the Bjorken process 
as in the standard model. However, the corresponding production rates can be weaker than in the standard model (SM), espe- 
cially in the low mass region. This will substantially weaken the Higgs boson mass limits derived from LEP1. More strikingly, the 
main Higgs decay channel is "invisible", over most of the mass range accessible to LEP 1, leading to events with large missing 
energy carried by majorons. This possibility should be taken into account in the planning of Higgs boson search strategies not 
only at LEP but also at high energy supercolliders. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of mass generation is one of the main 
puzzles in electroweak physics. Although the Higgs 
mechanism [l ] has been suggested more than two 
decades ago, it was only very recently with the LEP 
experiments hat one has started to probe sensitively 
the nature of the scalar sector [ 2 ]. The existence of 
supersymmetry (SUSY) at the electroweak scale is 
desirable as it can act as a stabilizing symmetry that 
naturally protects this scale against quantum correc- 
tions associated with superhigh scales. Although as 
yet there is no experimental support for SUSY the 
above argument has been taken as a strong motiva- 
tion to carry out searches at higher energies. Unfor- 
tunately there is no clue as to how SUSY is realized. 
The most popular ansatz - called the minimal super- 
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symmetric standard model (MSSM) [ 3] - assumes 
that SUSY is realized in the presence of a discrete R 
parity (Rp) symmetry under which all standard model 
particles are even while their SUSY partners are odd. 
This implies that SUSY particles must always be pair- 
produced, the lightest of them being stable. There is 
great interest in investigating theories without R par- 
ity [4]. There are two ways to break Ru: explicitly 
[ 5 ] and spontaneously [ 6,7 ]. The second provides a
more systematic way to include R parity violating ef- 
fects, that moreover automatically respects low en- 
ergy baryon umber conservation a d evades restric- 
tions based on cosmological baryogenesis arguments 
[ 8 ]. Although these could be avoided even in the ex- 
plicit Rp breaking scenario [9], they are certainly 
avoided in the present model, inasmuch as the break- 
ing of R parity sets in spontaneously only as an elec- 
troweak scale phenomenon. Here we concentrate en- 
tirely on this second possibility. There are two cases 
to consider, depending on whether lepton number is 
part of  the gauge symmetry [7 ] or not [ 6 ]. In the 
first case there is a Z'  gauge boson which acquires 
mass via the Higgs mechanism at a scale related to 
that which characterizes R parity violation. Here we 
focus on the simplest case where Rp is violated in the 
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absence of an additional gauge symmetry beyond the 
minimal SU (2 )® U ( 1 ) structure. This possibility has 
been demonstrated to occur [ 10 ] in the model sug- 
gested in ref. [ 6 ] for many suitable values of the low 
energy parameters, consistent with observation. R
parity breaking is driven by isosinglet slepton vac- 
uum expectation values (VEVs) [6], so that the 
Goldstone boson (majoron) associated with sponta- 
neous R parity breaking is mostly singlet and as a re- 
sult the Z does not decay by majoron emission, in 
agreement with observation [ 2 ]. The R parity break- 
ing scale typically lies in the phenomenologically in-
teresting range ~ 10 GeV-  1 TeV, leading to large rates 
for the associated Rp violating effects, which may well 
be accessible to experimental test [ 11-13 ]. It also 
leads to an interesting way to explain the solar neu- 
trino data [ 14 ]. 
In this letter we focus on the neutral Higgs sector 
of these models and the corresponding implications 
for Higgs searches at LEP 1. We find that both Higgs 
production rates and decay mechanisms may differ 
substantially from the SM and MSSM predictions. 
First, Higgs production rates can be substantially 
lower than in SM and MSSM and, second, its main 
decay mode can be invisible, 
h~J+J ,  ( 1 ) 
where J denotes the majoron. This holds for a wide 
region of parameters and should also have important 
implications for the Higgs search strategies at high 
energy hadron supercolliders. 
2. The model and the scalar potential 
We consider the SU(2)®U(  1 ) model defined by 
the superpotential ~ terms [ 6 ] 
h, u~QH, + hdd~QHd +heeClHd + ftH,,Hd 
+ (hoHuHa - E 2 ) ~+ h,,v~lH,, + h~ v~S+ Mg ¢S 
+Ma~@+~.~ 3 (2) 
The first five terms are the usual ones that define the 
~ All couplings h~, ha, h~, h~, h are described by arbitrary matri- 
ces in generation space. Note that we have added some new 
terms that were not included in ref. [6] because they are al- 
lowed by our symmetries. 
Rp conserving MSSM. The fifth term ensures that 
electroweak symmetry breaking can take place at the 
tree level, as in ref. [ 15 ]. The last five terms involve 
SU(2)®U(1)  superfields (~,  vT, Si) carrying a 
conserved lepton number assigned as (0, - 1, 1 ) re- 
spectively. Such singlets arise in several extensions of 
the standard model and may lead to interesting phe- 
nomenological signatures of their own [ 16-18 ]. Their 
presence here is essential in order to drive the spon- 
taneous violation of R parity and electroweak sym- 
metries in a phenomenologically consistent way [ 6 ]. 
The bilinear HuHd term plays an important role in 
giving more flexibility in the minimization of the 
Higgs potential while at the same time obeying all ex- 
perimental constraints especially the chargino mass 
limit from LEP. The terms c/~, ~b 3and vcs do not play 
any important role for our present considerations and 
will be ignored. We also assume that the coupling ma- 
trices hvij and h~j are nonzero only for the third gen- 
eration and set h~=h~33 and h=h33. With this as- 
sumption we are studying effectively a one generation 
model. We are well aware that a phenomenologically 
consistent model requires the presence of flavour 
nondiagonal couplings uch as h~23, needed in order 
to ensure that the massive v~ decays fast enough [4] 
to obey cosmological limits. This has been shown to 
be the case due to the existence of the majoron emis- 
sion decay channel v~ u~+J. However for our pres- 
ent purposes the effective one-generation model ap- 
proach will be enough. 
To complete the specification of the model we give 
the form of the full scalar potential along neutral 
directions 
Vto~a~ = I hC~g+ h~PHu 12 + I ho ~Hu + ftHu I 2 
+ Ih~P¢12+l-ho~Ha-ftna+h,,~Pel 2 
+ l -honuna+ h~C~-E212 + Ih,,~Cnu 12 
+rho[ -A  ( -h~¢~ + ho ~HuHa-h,,~Hu~ ~ )
+ ( 1 -A)ftH~,Ha + (2 -A)e2~+ h.c. ] 
+ Z r~lzel2+a(IH~12-1nal2-1~lZ)2, (3) 
i 
where a = ~ (g2 +g,2) and z~ denotes any neutral sca- 
lar field in the theory. 
The pattern of spontaneous symmetry breaking of 
both electroweak and R parity symmetries has been 
studied in ref. [ 10 ]. There it was demonstrated ex- 
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plicitly that, for suitable values of the low energy pa- 
rameters consistent with observation, the energy is 
minimum when both R parity and electroweak sym- 
metries are spontaneously broken. Electroweak 
breaking is driven by the isodoublet VEVs v~ = (Hu) 
and Vd= (Ha) ,  assisted by the VEV VF of the scalar 
in the singlet superfield ~. The combination 
v 2 = v 2 + v 2 is fixed by the W mass, 
mE ~-- ½gZ(v2 + v~) , (4) 
while the ratio of isodoublet VEVs determines the 
important parameter 
tanfl= v_~. (5) 
Vd 
This basically recovers the standard tree level spon- 
taneous breaking of the electroweak symmetry in the 
MSSM. On the other hand the spontaneous breaking 
of R parity is driven by nonzero VEVs for the scalar 
neutrinos. The scale characterizing R parity breaking 
is set by the isosinglet VEVs 
vR=(~)  , Vs= (S~) , (6,7) 
where V= ~ + v 2 and can lie anywhere in the range 
~ 10 GeV- l TeV. A necessary ingredient for the con- 
sistency of this model is the presence of a small seed 
of R parity breaking in the SU (2) doublet sector, 
VL= (~L~) • (8) 
The spontaneous R parity breaking above also entails 
the spontaneous violation of total lepton number 
(conserved by eq. (2))  leading to the existence of 
the majoron, given by 
v2 (v ,H , , -vaHd)+ vt. VR VS 
Vv 2 - f iG -  -ff P~+ - f ig , .  (9) 
Astrophysical considerations [ 19 ] related to stellar 
cooling by majoron emission require a small value of 
vL ~ 100 MeV, which is also naturally obtained from 
the minimization of the Higgs potential ~2. 
Before entering the discussion of Higgs production 
and decay mechanisms we need to complete the spec- 
ification of the scalar potential in eq. (3) by includ- 
~2 The marked hierarchy in the values of VR and VL follows be- 
cause VL is related to a Yukawa coupling h~ and vanishes as 
h~0.  This was shown to have important consequences for 
the propagation of solar neutrinos [ 14 ]. 
ing the relevant radiative corrections. As has been 
widely pointed out [ 20,21 ] there are potentially im- 
portant radiative corrections to the Higgs scalar mass 
matrices coming from loops involving heavy quarks 
and squarks. To take them into account we followed 
the effective potential method used by Ellis, Ridolfi 
and Zwirner [ 21 ] for the case of the MSSM. The one 
loop effective potential at a scale Q (which we take 
to be Mz)  is given by 
Veff(Q) = V(Q) + AV(Q)  , (10) 
where V(Q) is the tree level potential given in eq. 
(3) and 
1 3) 
AV(Q)= 6-~2 Str~g 4 ln~- 2 - . ( l l )  
In the last equation Str denotes the Supertrace and 
~g2 is the field-dependent generalized squared mass 
matrix for the model. For our purposes it is enough 
to consider only the contribution from the bottom and 
top quarks and their squarks. In the numerical cal- 
culations we also took the same mass for all the 
squarks. In this way we calculated AV(Q) as a func- 
tion of the scalar fields of our model. The radiatively 
corrected effective potential obtained in this way was 
then minimized following the same procedure used 
in ref. [ l0 ], namely we first solved the extremum 
equations 
OVctv =0,  (12) 
Oz~ 
where z~= (Ha, Hu, ~, ~c, S, ¢). Then we evaluated 
the mass squared matrices for the real and imaginary 
parts of the fields. A point in parameter space is a 
minimum of the potential if all the eigenvalues of 
these matrices are positive (except for the Goldstone 
modes). 
After including radiative corrections we found out 
that the basic conclusions of ref. [ 10 ] remain true in 
this case, namely that Rp violation may be energeti- 
cally favored over  Rp conserving minima. Our results 
also indicate that the mass of the lightest CP even state 
grows with mtop as in the MSSM if this eigenstate is
mostly a doublet, as one would expect. However in 
our model this state is often a singlet where the above 
considerations do not apply. These points will be fur- 
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ther discussed in sections 3 and 4 where we present 
our results. 
3. Higgs production 
The neutral Higgs boson couplings to the Z boson 
arise in our model from two sources. In addition to 
the usual coupling to H, and Ha there are couplings 
to ~. They come from 
ig Zu(H a 0 Hd-H,  0 H, )  5f ll= -- 2 C-~S Ow I *'-' U 1 z* " u 2 
ig Zu(9.~u9), (13) 
2 cos 0w 
g2 
/~ 1 .  1 2*  2 ~*  ~ 
L~z- 4cos20 wZuZ (Ha Hd+Hu H,+v v). (14) 
Now we shift the fields according to 
1 Ha=va+ ~ [Re(H°)+i  Im(H°) ] ,  (15) 
1 
H,=v,+ ~ [Re(H°) +i  Im(H°)  ] ,  (16) 
1 
O=vL+ ~ [Re07) + i Im(O) ] .  (17) 
The cubic interactions arising from the L~2 terms are 
rewritten as 
ACE= g 2 COS 0w MzZuZu cos y 
× [cosfl Re(H °) +sinfl  Re(H °) +tan y Re(9) ], 
(18) 
where tan y= VL/Vx~,+ V~ and fl is the usual param- 
eter in eq. (5). 
We now rewrite eq. (18) in the basis of mass eigen- 
state scalar bosons. To do this we write the weak sca- 
lar fields as a vector zi-- (Ha, H,, 17, ~7 c, S, ~). Then 
we set 
1 
zj=vi+ ~ (xi+iyi) , (19) 
where i= 1, ..., 6 are the fields defined in the multi- 
plet. The mass eigenstates are then defined by 
Hi=P,jx/, Ai=Q~/yj, (20) 
where P and Q are orthogonal matrices ~3 
Here i= 1 ..... 6 denotes any of the scalar bosons 
involved. In the mass eigenstates Hi and Ai the fields 
are ordered according to their increasing masses. In 
the 0-  sector, two of them are massless, one is the 
majoron, denoted by J, (A2), the other (A,) is the 
field eaten up by the Z. Substituting eq. (20) into eq. 
( 18 ) and eq. ( 13 ) we find, respectively, 
g 
= 2 cos 0-------~ MzZ~Z~Hi 
× [cosfPi l  +sinflPi2+tanyPi3]cosy, (21) 
ZuHi*OUAjCe , (22) 
~e~ _ 2 cos 0w 
where Cij= Pit Qjl - PJEQj2 + Pi3Qj3. 
In the MSSM limit these expressions reduce to the 
familiar form where P t~=-s ina=-Pz2 ,  P~2= 
cosot=P2l, Qzj=sinfl, Q22=cosfl and Pi3=0=Qi3. 
As a consequence one recovers in that case the simple 
result C~2-~-cos(a -#) ,  Czz - - , - s in (a - f l )  and 
cos fl Pl ~ + sin fl PI 2 = sin ( f l -  a ). 
The interactions in eq. (21) and eq. (22) above 
lead to the following Z decay channels: 
Z~H,  f f  (23) 
(Bjorken process), where f= u, c, d, s, b, e, #, z and 
z-+niAj. (24) 
In the MSSM we have H~ = h, HE = H and there is only 
one physical pseudoscalar boson Az=A (there is no 
majoron in this limit). 
It is instructive to compare the predictions on Higgs 
production of the present spontaneously broken R 
parity model with those of the MSSM. In the latter 
case there is a complementarity between the two types 
of decays in eq. (23) and eq. (24), and this has been 
taken as the basis of the experimental nalysis used 
to place limits on the supersymmetric Higgs spec- 
trum [22]. In the present model there is a break- 
down in the sum rule involving the coupling strengths 
characterizing the processes in eq. (23) and eq. (24) 
with respect to MSSM expectations. As a result over- 
all Higgs production rates can be weaker than in 
MSSM. In addition, we have checked that whenever 
the "associated" production in eq. (24) is kinemati- 
~3 For simplicity we assume CP conservation. 
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caUy possible, it is dynamically suppressed because 
the pseudoscalar Higgs boson A is mostly an 
SU (2)®U ( 1 ) singlet and therefore too weakly cou- 
pled to the Z. As a result, Higgs production at LEP 
proceeds mostly by the Bjorken process as in the 
standard model, except for the possibly suppressed 
coupling. 
Our results for Higgs production via the Bjorken 
process in the spontaneously broken R parity model 
are summarized in figs. 1 and 2. For definiteness we 
have fixed the value of the R parity breaking scale at 
VR=VS = 100 GeV and tanfl=3. The SUSY and Rp 
parameters have been randomly varied in the follow- 
ing range: - 250 < ¢t < 250 GeV, 30 < M2 < 250 GeV, 
M~/M2=S tan2Ow, m o=1 TeV, m~=10 TeV, 
10-5<h,<10-L  The remaining parameters have 
been taken as in ref. [ 10 ]. In all our present analysis 
we have randomly varied the relevant unknown pa- 
rameters over physically allowed regions only. For 
example, we have imposed the lower limit on the 
lightest chargino mass mz+ > 45 GeV. Moreover, we 
have accepted only those points that are solutions 
which minimize the scalar potential of the theory. In 
fig. 1 we show the maximum allowed couplings char- 
acterizing the Bjorken mechanism, versus the lightest 
scalar Higgs mass mh ~4. Note that this coupling can 
be substantially weaker than in the MSSM because in 
our model also h can be predominantly an 
SU (2)®U (1) singlet and therefore too weakly cou- 
pled to the Z. This happens especially for lower mass 
values, which are therefore certainly allowed within 
the spontaneously broken R parity model ~5. Indeed, 
in fig. 2 we illustrate how the resulting branching ra- 
tio for the production of leptons in association with 
the lightest scalar Higgs h can be much weaker than 
expected in the SM. Limits have been placed on 
BR(Z--,ll-h) from the nonobservation f acoplanar 
lepton pair events with the 1990 LEP data sample 
[22] at the level of few × 10 -5 (note that the limit 
becomes weaker for low masses mh < 10 GeV). Com- 
bining all of the experiments one can estimate that 
BR(Z-.ffh) < 5 × 10 -6 [23]. From fig. 2 we see that, 
even if the ZZh coupling attains its maximal allowed 
#4 The product ion of the next-to-l ightest scalar Higgs boson H is  
• also possible but less likely. 
~5 Note that the Z l ineshape, e.g., the contr ibut ion to F'2 v arising 
from Z--, u#h is negligible. 
v r=100GeV tan~i=3 mto p=1130GeV 
ol) 
t~ 
o 
10-1 
10-2 
10-3 
10-4 
lal 
I I I ] I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ] I I I I 
20 40 60 80 100 
mh/GeV 
v r=100GeV tan~=3 mto p=150GeV 
¢- 
o 
10-1 
10-2 
10-3 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 
mh/GeV 
Fig. 1. (a) and (b) show the maximum ZZh coupling, normal- 
ized with respect to that of the SM, for tan fl= 3 and mto p = 100, 
150 GeV respectively. All points underneath are possible in the 
model, and correspond to the unknown parameters being ran- 
domly varied as specified inthe text, including only physically 
allowed regions and accepting only those points which are solu- 
tions that minimize the scalar potential of the theory. 
values, LEP is barely starting to be sensitive to the 
Higgs, as predicted in this model. Similarly for the 
branching ratio for the associated production of quark 
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10-5 
10-6 
20 40 60 
Vr =100GeV tan~=3 mto p=100GeV 
10-7 , I , ,  ,(a) 
0 80 100 
mh/GeV 
~1o-2~ 
• = 10 -3 
10-4 
doublet Higgs. However, the H production rate will 
be suppressed with respect o that in the SM due to 
the smaller phase space available. For larger h masses, 
the maximum production rate of the lightest scalar 
Higgs boson attains roughly the canonical SM value. 
4. Higgs decay 
The most novel and characteristic aspect of the 
spontaneously broken R parity model is the existence 
of the massless pseudoscalar majoron, which follows 
from the spontaneous nature of R parity violation. 
This implies the presence of new Higgs decay chan- 
nels with majoron emission ~6, 
H~J J ,  (25) 
Ai ~Hi J .  (26) 
,~-10-2 
v r=100GeV tan~=3 mto p=100GeV 
+ 
e- 
~,~10 -3
10-4 
10-5 
10"6 , ,  I , ,  ,(b} 
20 40 60 80 1 oo 
mh/GeV 
Fig. 2. (a) and (b) show the branching ratios for the production 
of the lightest Higgs (h) plus leptons (a) or quarks (b) from Z 
decay. The upper line is the SM prediction and the lower one is 
the maximum branching ratio possible inthe spontaneously bro- 
ken R parity model for the same range of parameters as in fig. 1. 
jets BR(Z~qglh) as shown in fig. 2b. However, in the 
case where h production is suppressed, the next-to- 
lightest of the scalar Higgses, H, couples to the Z with 
roughly the canonical strength expected for an iso- 
In order to determine the rates for these decays we 
need to evaluate the corresponding trilinear cou- 
plings. By using the definition of zi we rewrite every- 
thing in terms of mass eigenstates, using eq. (20). The 
resulting expressions are rather long but we have 
checked that in the MSSM limit defined by 
h~0,  h~0,  ho~0,  /i--,/~, (27) 
one gets that the following expression for the cubic 
term of the interaction lagrangian 
~=_ gMz [hAAsin(a+fl)  cos2fl 
4 cos 0w 
-HAA cos(a+f l )  cos 2fl] , (28) 
in agreement with MSSM result. 
In the present spontaneously broken R parity model 
the lightest CP-odd state is the massless majoron. 
However, because of its singlet nature, evident from 
eq. (9), all decays involving majoron emission in Z 
decays 
Z ~ H,J (29) 
are automatically suppressed. The situation is quite 
#6 Note that the decays Ai~JJ  are forbidden, since we assume 
CP conservation. 
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different for the majoron emitting Higgs decays. We 
now proceed to the determination ofthe effective HflJ 
coupling relevant for these decays. Substituting eq. 
(19) and eq. (20) in eq. (3) and keeping only the 
leading terms in eq. (9) we find 
gHt.tg=-x//2IPi6(h2VF-l-Ahmo~2 ) 
2 
2 R 2 V~. +P i4h2VR_~ 2 v 2 + Pish Vs V2 + Pi3h~VL-v-5 
"+ Pi2 ( - hho va v R US 2 I)A +h~v~ V2 ) 
. .  PRPSq 
---l"il ]'l~oUu 7 J . (30) 
The last two terms in eq. (30) indicate that in gen- 
eral both h and H have unsuppressed coupling to the 
majoron. 
A simple calculation ow enables us to obtain the 
Higgs decay rates to JJ and b6. One finds 
2 
1-'(Hi ~b6) = gHibf;mm 
8n 
F(Hi~JJ)= g2aJ 
32~zmHi ' 
(31) 
(32) 
so that one finds 
F(Hi~JJ) g2n,gg I 
F(Hi--,b6) - m2i g2~ba" (33) 
As a result we expect the "invisible" Higgs decay 
channel to be highly dominant, especially for low 
mm values. We have studied the attainable values of  
the invisible Higgs decay branching ratio BRinv = 
BR(h--,JJ) for different mh values in the range rele- 
vant for LEP studies. We found that the dominant 
Higgs decay mechanism is invisible, over most of  the 
kinematical range available. Since the majoron is 
weakly coupled, it will escape undetected. Thus the 
h~JJ decay will lead to events with missing energy 
carried by majorons. For h mass values in a narrow 
range close to its maximum ( ~ 80 GeV for our choice 
of  tan fl and VR) the h decay pattern approaches that 
of  the SM and BRi,v becomes mall. This maximum 
value of the h mass at which one changes from the 
novel regime of dominantly invisible h decay to the 
SM regime where h~ bb-grows with the value of tan fl 
and into o. 
5. Discussion 
We have summarized the results of  our study of  the 
supersymmetric Higgs boson sector of the model with 
spontaneously broken R parity suggested previously 
[6 ]. We have shown that in this case Higgs produc- 
tion from Z decays proceeds mostly by the Bjorken 
process as in the standard model. The corresponding 
production rates can be weaker than in the standard 
model. As a result the LEP 1 limit on the lightest sca- 
lar Higgs mass may be substantially weakened, espe- 
cially in the low mass region. More strikingly, the 
main Higgs decay channel is likely to be "invisible", 
over most of  the mass range accessible to LEP 1, lead- 
ing to events with large missing energy carried by ma- 
jorons. This possibility should be considered in the 
planning of Higgs boson search strategies not only at 
LEP but also at high energy supercolliders. 
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